Jupiter grows Almaty management team in preparation
for further acquisitions
12 May 2008
The Board of Jupiter Energy Limited (ASX: JPR) is pleased to advise
shareholders that the Company has agreed terms with Ole Udsen who will
join the Company as Country Manager for its Kazakhstan based operation.
Ole has spent the past twenty years working in the oil & gas sector and
has seven years experience in building an operations team in Kazakhstan.
Ole was most recently Chief Operating Officer for Max Petroleum Plc, an
AIM listed oil & gas explorer and producer with a significant presence in
Kazakhstan. Prior to this role, Ole was the Deputy Managing Director of
Maersk Oil Kazakhstan.
Ole will be responsible for building the local team that will be charged with
exploiting JPR’s assets in Kazakhstan and will work closely with JPR’s
Almaty based Director, Erkin Svanbayev and JPR’s Technical Consultant,
Keith Martens. He has a strong legal background and an excellent
understanding of the legal processes involved in gaining all the necessary
government approvals required by a company involved in both acquiring
Kazakh oil exploration and production assets as well as exporting oil from
Kazakhstan. One of his initial tasks will be to work with the JPR Board to
finalise the term sheets that cover the acquisition of significant stakes in
two oil producing assets.
Commenting on the arrival of Ole, JPR Chairman Geoff Gander said,” We
are delighted to have Ole join the management group and complete what
we believe is the leadership team that will enable JPR to achieve its stated
goal of becoming an oil producer in Kazakhstan. A strong operations team
on the ground in Kazakhstan is critical to our success and Ole has a proven
track record of bringing together quality people for that specific purpose.

JPR is also now starting to get access to excellent acquisition opportunities.
We look forward to completing the Block 31 transaction in early June and
the Company expects to sign term sheets covering two more acquisitions
during this month. With oil trading at over $US120 per barrel, an early
move into production by JPR is now a priority.”
In addition to Ole’s arrival, JPR also announces that Sergey Sinitsin has
joined the Almaty office focussing on Business Development. Sergey has a
well established network in the oil & gas sector and has access to excellent
deal flow. A number of the opportunities that JPR is currently evaluating
have come through Sergey’s network.
JPR commences a broker road show in London and Geneva this week to
finalise the book build for a capital raising that will be completed as soon
as shareholder approval for the issue of the placement shares and options
is given. The general meeting considering these resolutions is scheduled
for May 21 2008. A copy of the presentation that will be given during the
road show is attached for shareholders’ information.
Any questions relating to this announcement should be directed to JPR
Chairman Geoff Gander on 0417 914 137.
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Mission Statement

Accumulate undervalued niche oil producing
assets combined with prospective oil
exploration acreage within the territory of
the Republic of Kazakhstan
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Brief Oil History on Kazakhstan
• After Russia, the 2nd largest oil producing Union at the time of
the collapse of the USSR
• Proven reserves today of 30 b barrels
• Estimated reserves of 60‐100 b barrels
• Expected to produce 2‐3% of the world’s oil demand over the
next decade
• All the majors operate there including Chevron‐Texaco, Exxon
Mobil, Shell, Total, Agip, ConocoPhillips etc..
• Production reached 1.4m bbl/d in 2006 and is projected to
reach 2 m bbl/d by 2010 and 3m bbl/d by 2015
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Future Extraction and Export
Projections

Conversion: 1 ton = 7 bbl

Why Kazakhstan for JPR?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kazakhstan contains multi billion barrel oil fields
Even though some basins have been producing oil for 100 years, most areas are
lightly explored with predominantly 1980’s technology. Areas of interest are
extremely prospective and not available in most countries.
Kazakhstan has in the past 5 years opened its doors to foreign investment and it is
now possible for overseas companies to get access to some excellent oil producing
and oil exploration assets
Pricing on assets has traditionally been high but due to the recent credit squeeze
some oil fields are now becoming available at realistic prices
Investments are available for field remediation, near field drilling and wildcatting
for small cap companies with good local partners/knowledge
The Kazakh government has good relations with its neighbours (Russia, China and
Iran) and is focused on increasing its exports of oil and gas (currently 40% of its
GDP)
See www.kazakhstanembassay.org.uk for more background information
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What has JPR achieved to date?
– Recruited experienced Kazakh Director (Erkin Svanbayev) who has set up JPR’s office in
Almaty and who is an experienced oil trader, currently exporting over 1m barrels of oil
out of Kazakhstan each month
– Retained experienced business consultant (Ole Udsen) who has proven experience in
identifying and closing oil procurement opportunities in Kazakhstan, who has a
particularly good understanding of the legal and political requirements required to
secure such assets and who has a proven track record in setting up an experienced oil
operations team in Kazakhstan
– Retained experienced technical consultant (Keith Martens) that has 30 years experience
in evaluating oil fields around the globe
– Key areas of influence for JPR:
•
•
•
•

Strong, established government connections
Experienced industry associations
Proven ability in the identification of excellent assets
Capacity to move oil into the export markets

– Initial exploration block has been identified and procurement process completed.
Settlement expected before June 30 2008
– 2nd contiguous exploration block has been identified and consulting agreement signed
to commence process of securing ownership of block during 2008
– Prices for the purchase of a share in two oil producing fields have been agreed with
binding term sheets expected to be signed during May 2008
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JPR Team
• Geoff Gander (Executive Chairman)
– Experienced corporate background and involved in public
companies for over 12 years
– Responsible for overall management of corporate and investor
relations and the day to day running of JPR

• Andrew Childs (Non Executive Director)
– Geologist by background
– Strong corporate background and involved in a range of listed
oil & gas companies

•
•
•
•

Erkin Svanbayev (Executive Director)
Ole Udsen (Kazakhstan Country Manager)
Keith Martens (Technical Consultant)
Sergey Sinitsin (Business Development)
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Erkin Svanbayev
•

•
•
•

Erkin is a Kazakh educated Engineer with an oil and gas background in
Kazakhstan and extensive upstream and downstream experience. He is
currently responsible for the export of over 1 million barrels of crude per
month from Kazakhstan and JPR believes that he will be of great value in
assisting JPR monetise any future oil discoveries.
Works with a range of major oil exporters working in Kazakhstan
The key local point person for JPR in country
Extremely well connected in the oil sector with access to excellent deal
flow
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Ole Udsen
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 years of experience in oil and gas, upstream and downstream
7 years of experience managing operations in Kazakhstan
Background as deputy managing director for Maersk Oil Kazakhstan and
COO of Max Petroleum
Well‐connected in Kazakhstan
Strong background in government relations and oil sales
Strong legal background
Experienced in building local operations team which will be important for
the ongoing development of JPR in Kazakhstan
Will be based in Almaty for the foreseeable future in the role of Country
Manager
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Keith Martens
• Over 30 years experience in oil & gas
• Has worked throughout the world, but predominantly in
Canada and Australia
• Past companies include Hudson’s Bay Oil & Gas, Marathon
Petroleum, Santos, Tap Oil and Bow Energy
• Has also consulted to a range of other oil & gas companies
• Responsible for the technical evaluation of all JPR
opportunities in Kazakhstan as well as the coordination and
interpretation of 3D seismic
• Will work closely with Ole on all JPR’s projects
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INITIAL PROJECTS
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MANGISTAU BASIN IN SW KAZAKHSTAN

Main oil fields
Oil pipelines
Gas pipelines
Rail road

Caspian Sea
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MANGISTAU BASIN IN SW KAZAKHSTAN

Block 31

100 sq km

Main oil fields
Oil pipelines
Gas pipelines
“Block 32”

Akkar North
Triassic Oil
on trend (14
mmbbls reserves)
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Ayrantakyr
Jurassic Oil on
trend with limited
drilling to date

BLOCK 31 PREDICTED PROSPECTS
Structure Map Top Triassic

Predicted Triassic Structures

Akkar N

NW Zhetybai

The current 70s and 80s vintage seismic Top Triassic map hints at Middle Triassic
tilted fault blocks traps similar to Akkar N and NW Zhetybai
It is likely 3D coverage would result in a potential field extension to Akkar N
and 2-3 undrilled prospects immediately north of NW Zhetybai
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BLOCK 31– PLAY TYPES
JURASSIC 4WAY DIP & TRIASSIC TILTED FAULT BLOCKS
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BLOCK 31 (32) PROSPECTS AND LEADS
Jupiter’s Block 31
Block 32
Prospects and Leads

Proposed 3D

NW
Zhetybay 2
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Block 32
• Block 32 will be an extension to Block 31
• JPR has signed an agreement with Zher Munai (current owner
of Block 31) whereby they will work with the Government to
secure the extension
• Success Fee based ‐ $US3.5m for delivery of extension with
all/any fees paid to the Government by Zher Munai
• Agreement will come into force once settlement on Block 31
is completed (expected early June 2008)
• Initial review indicates at least one significant target on Block
32. 3D will define exact volume.
• Petrophysics and production test data being analysed
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New Opportunities
• Mangistau Basin
– “Block 33”

• Pre‐Caspian Basin
– “Block 34”

• Purchase parameters agreed with binding
terms sheets expected to be signed during
May 2008
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Block 33 Technical Facts
• 3 wells flowed free oil from 5 zones – shows and
log anomalies in 3 other wells
• 3D seismic defines area of closure and optimum
updip production locations
• Field has current proved reserves of over 4
mmbbls (p10 of 32 mmbbls)
• 2 wells are planned which could bring the proved
reserves up to 15 mmbbls
• Other undrilled closures are present on the same
trend
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Pre‐Caspian Structural Framework
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Block 34 Technical Facts
• 275 sq km permit over the large salt dome which
includes a 500 hectare undeveloped oil discovery
• Past drilling and 2D seismic have defined a small
2‐5 mmbbls undeveloped oil field
• A field review including new petrophysics would
result in positioning 2 pilot producers. About 10
producing wells would be needed to drain the
field.
• Record 3D over the large permit and explore for
supra‐intra‐and sub salt prospects.
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Others fields under consideration
• 2 more in the Mangistau Basin
• Several more in the Pre‐Caspian basin
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Credit Crunch in Kazakhstan
•
•
•

•
•

•

Country is currently experiencing a significant credit squeeze
Standard and Poor’s – “Rampant credit growth and an unprecedented
construction bonanza have created serious economic imbalance.” : FT May 8 2008
Many oil permit holders are also exposed to the declining property sector which is
down 30% since last years peak and are currently cash strapped as the banks
tighten their belts. ($US14.8 B in debt matures in 2008)
Government has come down hard on companies that have not met their work
program obligations on their permits
Therefore many owners are now looking to sell 100% or majority interest of their
field(s) to well funded companies with access to capital outside Kazakhstan and
with a local Kazakh technical team capable of identifying targets, drilling and
converting the oil into export $$
JPR is well positioned to become the company of choice to deal with in terms of
acquiring small to mid sized projects ($5‐50m)
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JPR Capital Structure
•
•
•
•
•

236m shares on issue
200m listed options (exercise price of $0.08 and expiring June 2010)
Cash in bank: $A5m
Share price $0.08 (undiluted market cap: $A19m)
Cash Requirements (short term):
– Settle on Block 31: $A6m
– Block 31 Work Program: $A5m
– Block 32 approval: $A3.8m

•

Scrip to be issued
– Block 31 settlement: 16m shares

• Other acquisitions will require a larger capital raising and/or debt
financing
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Why are we here today?
• Board seeking shareholder approval to issue up to 100m
shares and 100m options
• Shareholder approval for placement will be sought at a
general meeting on May 21 2008
• Placement to be completed soon afterwards
• Book Build for the placement underway
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Business Summary
• JPR believes it has the following key elements that will enable
it to become an oil producer in one of the most prospective
oil producing countries in the world:
–
–
–
–
–

Experienced and well connected board and management
Proven local team: excellent Government and Industry contacts
A well planned acquisition strategy
Proven ability to transact
Access to skilled Kazakh human resources/companies
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Disclaimer
This presentation was prepared exclusively for the benefit and use of potential investors in order to provide an update on
the future business directions of Jupiter Energy Limited (“JPR”) and neither the presentation nor its delivery to any
prospective investor shall constitute an offer to sell or an invitation to purchase an interest in JPR.
This presentation is incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed solely in conjunction with, the oral briefing
provided by JPR. The Presentation does not propose to be all‐inclusive or to contain all of the information a prospective
investor may require. Its sole purpose is to assist the recipient in deciding whether it wishes to proceed with further
investigation and it is not intended to form the only basis of any investment decision or any decision to purchase any
securities in JPR.
Neither this presentation nor any of its contents may be used for any other purpose and does not carry any right of
publication or disclosure to any other party without the prior written consent of JPR.
JPR makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the
information contained herein including any opinion or any other written or oral communication transmitted or made
available to a prospective investor, and expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of such
information and communications by a prospective investor or any of its affiliates, advisers or representatives. In particular,
no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, estimates or
statements about the future prospects of JPR.
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